The problem of globally stabilizing the attitude of a rigid body is considered. Topological and geometric properties of the space of rotations relevant to the stabilization problem, are discussed. Chevalley's exponential coordinates for a Lie group are used to represent points in this space. An appropriate attitude error is formulated and used for control design. A control Lyapunov function approach is used to design globally stabilizing feedback l a ws that have desirable optimality properties. Their performance is compared to the performance of previously developed proportional-derivative t ype control laws. The new control laws achieve the same or greater stabilization rate with less control e ort. Special issues in the Lyapunov stability proofs due to the topology of the space of rotations are identi ed and resolved.
Introduction
The problem of controlling the orientation of a rigid body is central to the control of aircraft and spacecraft. Large angle maneuvers have long been of interest for satellite control and have more recently become relevant for agile aircraft and missiles. In this paper, we address the attitude control of a rigid body subject only to torques due to its own inertia and to control e ectors, either thrusters or momentum wheels, but much of the discussion and results are extendable to a rigid bodysubject to gravitational and aerodynamic torques in addition. We assume the controls can becontinuously varied; the results are thus applicable to control by proportional thrusters, momentum wheels, or on-o thrusters operated in a pulse-width, pulse-frequency modulation mode. The particular control problem we consider is the global feedback stabilization of a speci ed inertial pointing direction. The stabilization problem provides a su ciently rich context for the points we wish to make, though our discussion and results could beextended to the global asymptotic tracking problem.
There are two features of the global attitude stabilization problem that motivate our study. First, the state space is a manifold that is not equivalent to a linear vector space. The dynamics of the orientation of a rigid body evolve on the tangent bundle to the rotation group S O 3. S O 3 is a compact manifold without boundary. This topology has profound implications for control design. We approach the formulation and solution of the global stabilization problem from a geometric perspective o f S O 3 as both a Riemannian manifold and a Lie group. Chevalley's canonical coordinates for a Lie group are used to represent points in S O 3. The coordinates themselves are not new; they are the elements of what is usually called the principal rotation vector. 1 The geometric perspective is prominent in the approaches to attitude control by Meyer, 2 Crouch, 3 Koditschek, 5 Wen and Kreutz-Delgado, 6 Paielli and Bach 7 and Bullo and Murray. 8 In this paper, we bring together results from these references to clarify the issues in global attitude stabilization and set the stage for our development of new globally stabilizing control laws.
The second feature of the global attitude stabilization problem that motivates our study is the nonlinearity of the attitude dynamics. Two types of feedback laws have been shown to achieve global or almost global stabilization. The rst is a proportional-derivative l a w with an extra term that cancels the nonlinear gyroscopic torque. 7, 9, 10 This control law is derived using feedback linearization or a restricted form of it called dynamic inversion or computed torque and is thus referred to as the feedback linearizing FBL control law. The resulting closed-loop dynamics are either partially or completely linearized, in the absence of control saturation and modeling error. The second feedback 6, 11, 12 is a linear PD law; the gyroscopic torque is not canceled. From an energy perspective, it is clear that the gyroscopic torque is a neutral party in the stabilization task and in this regard does not need to be canceled.
From a performance point of view, neither of these stabilizing control laws may b e satisfactory. The performance of the FBL control law is relatively easy to predict and adjust by tuning the gains, since the closed-loop system is linear or at least partially linear. But global linear performance may not bedesirable performance, especially at the expense of canceling the gyroscopic torque. The PD control law does not incur the penalty for canceling the gyroscopic torque, but tuning the PD gains is not straightforward since the closed-loop error dynamics are nonlinear; moreover, it may not be possible to nd constant gains that yield uniformly desirable performance. For both laws, large attitude or angular velocity errors require large control e ort due to the linear nature of the control laws. Without using some form of gain scheduling, the linear structure prohibits scaling back the control response for large errors without compromising the response for small errors.
The obvious means of obtaining a stabilizing control law with goodperformance is to use a control law that optimizes an appropriate performance measure. For speci c initial attitude and angular velocity errors, one can solve a t w o-point boundary value problem for the optimal control law. Many numerical solutions for minimum time and minimum control energy performance can be found in the literature. 13, 14 To obtain an optimal feedback law, one must essentially solve a Hamilton-JacobiBellman HJB partial di erential equation. Computing optimal controls is generally considered infeasible for operational attitude control systems. Eigenaxis maneuvers, which are near optimal with respect to time and or control e ort in certain cases, have been used. 15 Vadali 16 and Tsiotras 17 have exploited the cascade structure of the attitude kinematics and dynamics to obtain feedback l a ws that have certain optimality properties.
A new method 18, 19 o ers a feasible approach to obtaining an optimal feedback law. It will be referred to here as the method of inverse optimality. It is wellknown that, for an optimal stabilization problem, the solution to the appropriate HJB equation can serve a s a L y apunov function for proving global stability. In the inverse optimality method, one begins with a control Lyapunov function, uses it to determine a stabilizing feedback control; the theory behind the method shows that the Lyapunov function is the solution to the HJB equation corresponding to an appropriate cost function. For attitude stabilization, an appropriate cost function should include a penalty for attitude and angular velocity errors and a penalty for control e ort.
In this paper, new globally stabilizing attitude control laws are derived using the inverse optimality method. The performance of these laws is compared to the performance of existing PD and FBL laws. Our proofs of global stability for the various control laws are based on Lyapunov's direct method. Special considerations are re-quired to account for the topology of S O 3. The simpler case of planar rotations, for which the con guration space is S O 2, is used to develop insight throughout the paper. We have presented aspects of this research in conference papers. 20, 21 Other variations of the application of the inverse optimality method to global attitude stabilization have also appeared in the literature. 22 Rigid Body Rotation: Coordinates, Kinematics and Dynamics
The con guration space for rigid body rotation is the special orthogonal rotation group, referred to as S O 3 and de ned by S O 3 = fR 2 R 33 : R T R = I ; detR = 1 g . Each point in the space is a rotation operator R. R describes the relative orientation of a principal axis body frame and an inertial frame. Our convention is that R rotates the bodyframe into alignment with the inertial frame. Once the two frames are chosen, R can begiven in explicit form as the 3 3 direction-cosine matrix. A single set of global coordinates does not exist. Including coordinate switching as part of a control law w ould be undesirable; using a single set of coordinates that is almost global is a better alternative.
One popular set of almost global coordinates is the unit quaternion. The unit quaternion is composed of four coordinates; but, since they are linked by a constraint, there are only three independent coordinates. The quaternions actually represent points in the special unitary group S U 2, which can be identi ed with S 3 , the surface of a unit 3-sphere embedded in R 4 . Only half of this sphere is needed for a one-to-one correspondence with points in S O 3, thus the mapping from quaternions to S O 3 is two-to-one. This feature manifests itself in the well-known sign ambiguity: for any quaternion representation of a point i n S O 3, one can switch the sign of each of the four coordinates and obtain an alternate representation of the same point. Resolving the sign ambiguity i s a necessary aspect of using quaternions. Nonetheless, they are often used and have attributes that make them particularly well-suited for attitude estimation. 1 For the design of attitude control laws, it may be advantageous to use a three parameter representation of S O 3, i.e., a minimal parameterization. When control on all of S O 3 is required, one would like coordinates that fail to be global coordinates in as convenient a manner as possible. Of the many 1 three-coordinate representations for S O 3, the modi ed Rodriguez parameters and the principal rotation vector seem especially well-suited. The key attribute, both of these coordinate representations share, is that the Jacobian matrix that appears in the corresponding attitude kinematic equations is globally nonsingular. The same cannot be said for the Euler angles, for example. Modi ed Rodriguez parameters have been used for attitude control design by Tsiotras 17 and Schaub et. al. 15 In this paper, we use the principal rotation vector, a special case of Chevalley's canonical coordinates of the rst kind for a Lie group, in this case the Lie group being S O 3.
Chevalley's canonical coordinates 23 for a matrix Lie group arise from the exponential map and its inverse, the log map. For S O 3, these take the form R The rotational dynamics, Eq. 3 in the state variables r; ! are given by
The dynamics can also be expressed in Lagrangian form.
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This form can be derived either by starting with the rotational kinetic energy expressed in r and _ r and following the procedure of Lagrangian dynamics or by the following simpler approach. To complete the description of the state r; _ r evolution on B R 3 , we specify instantaneous jump conditions which apply when the rigid body either begins with a con guration on the surface of the -ball B, or reaches it, with an angular velocity that has a positive component along the radial direction r. The jump conditions, using superscripts , and + to refer to values before and after the jump, are given by
and are applied when krk = and _ r T r 0, with no time elapsing during the jump. For example, the jump conditions dictate that a trajectory rt that reaches the surface of B with a transverse intersection will jump to the diametrically opposed point and proceed back into the ball from that side. In short, the state evolution is determined by the rule : if krk = and _ r T r 0 then apply the jump conditions, Eq.8, otherwise apply the di erential equations, Eq.6. Note that _ r T r will not be positive after the jump conditions are applied since _ r + T r + = ,_ r , T r , . The subsequent state evolution after the application of the jump conditions is therefore always dictated by the di erential equations; the jump conditions will never cause chattering" between two diametrically opposed points on the surface of B. Note also that since the Jacobian Jr is nonsingular even on the surface of the -ball B, the kinematic equation _ r = J ,1 r! is well de ned everywhere on B including its surface.
Global Stabilization Problem
The attitude stabilization problem considered here is to determine a feedback control law that renders a desired constant inertial pointing direction a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point. We assume that the inertial frame referred to in de ning the rotation matrix R is such that when the body frame is in alignment with the inertial frame, as indicated by R = I, the desired pointing direction is achieved. Thus, the stabilization problem is to determine a feedback control law that renders the point R;! = I ; 0 a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium. In terms of the exponential coordinates, the equilibrium point i s given by r; _ r = 0 ; 0. Bhatia 25 has shown that for an n-dimensional dynamical system with a continuous or smoother control law, the domain of attraction of an asymptotically stable equilibrium point is globally homeomorphic to R n . Since the state space S O 3 R global asymptotic stabilization by continuous feedback. Koditschek 5 has shown that the system, Eqs. 5 or 6, under any continuous feedback law that asymptotically stabilizes the equilibrium point of interest, has a minimum of three other spurious equilibria. There exist continuous control laws such that this minimum of three spurious equilibria is achieved, and such that the spurious equilibria are unstable. Thus continuous control laws exist that drive all initial states, except for a set of measure zero, to the desired rest equilibrium attitude.
A useful example for understanding these results is stabilization on S O 2, the space of planar rotations. The points of S O 2 can beidenti ed with the points on a unit circle, i.e., S 1 . We use 2 ,; as the con guration coordinate; = and = , correspond to the same point. Hence, fails as a global coordinate for S O 2, similar to how r fails for S O 3. For the simple rst-order system _ = u, the control law u = , sin is continuous with an asymptotically stable equilibrium at = 0 and an unstable equilibrium at = and ,. The domain of attraction for = 0 is the whole circle except the unstable equilibrium point. Any continuous control law will have at least one such spurious equilibrium point. On the other hand, there exist discontinuous control laws that globally stabilize the point = 0. An example is u = ,. The discontinuity is at the point = and ,. to the rst-order system _ = u with 2 ,2;2 , we see that there are equilibria at 1; 0 and ,1; 0 and that u is continuous. The equilibrium 1; 0 is stable, whereas the equilibrium ,1; 0 is unstable. Both 1; 0 and ,1; 0 represent the same point in S O 2. For an initial condition very near ,1; 0, the control law will take the con guration through an almost 360 o rotation to reach 1; 0. To avoid this, one has to either ip the sign on the feedback so that ,1; 0 is the asymptotically stable equilibrium or choose the physically equivalent initial condition with the opposite sign. For example, if the value of x; y i s a l w a ys chosen such that x 0, then the resulting control law on S O 2 is discontinuous. A discontinuity would also beintroduced if a rule for changing the sign of the gain were used. Thus the continuous control law with two equilibria in the x; y-space is mapped to a globally asymptotically stable, but discontinuous, control law o n S O 2.
The situation analogous to the one described in the previous paragraph arises , using appropriate logic for either choosing the sign of the quaternion or the sign of the proportional feedback gain, the resulting control law is globally asymptotically stable and discontinuous.
Using exponential coordinates, we formulate feedback laws on B R 3 . The mapping between B and S O 3 is one-to-one in the interior of B, but requires an arbitrary choice between two representations on the boundary @ Bwhere the attitude is 180 degrees away from the desired attitude about some axis. However, the two representations lead to the same control action and the same physical trajectory, in contrast to the situation for the quaternion based control laws. The feedback control laws in exponential coordinates have discontinuities corresponding to the jumps in r. The Lyapunov function approach will be used to prove the global asymptotic stability o f the discontinuous control laws in later sections of the paper. The Lyapunov functions we use are discontinuous. Similar to the S O 2 example, we will show that the Lyapunov function decreases along all trajectories of the closed-loop system, including across jumps.
Attitude Error De nition
The con guration space of planar rotations, S O 2, is a one-dimensional compact manifold without boundary. From a given initial position there are two paths back t o the desired position, a situation quite di erent from the case where the con guration space is the one-dimensional real line. The shortest path can bede ned as the minimum angle path and is easily determined. To develop feedback laws on the S O 3 con guration space, it is desirable to know the shortest path between two attitudes. F or any two points in S O 3, i.e., for any two attitudes, it can be shown that the shortest path connecting them also minimizes E. The path minimizing E is called the minimal geodesic, and its parameter s will be a nely related to arclength. 26 The geodesics for the above metric are easily described using the exponential coordinates. The minimal geodesic from point I to point R 1 = expf r 1 g on S O 3 is given by Rs = expf r 1 sg for 0 s 1. This is an eigenaxis rotation: = kr 1 k is the eigenaxis rotation angle and r 1 =kr 1 k is the unit vector in the direction of the eigenaxis expressed in bodyaxis coordinates. From the viewpoint of r representing points in a ball of radius in R 3 , segments of radial lines emanating from the origin in the ball map into using the exponential map the geodesics emanating from the identity element of S O 3. We note that the geodesic from an arbitrary attitude R 0 to an arbitrary attitude R 2 is the left translation by R 0 of the geodesic from I to R T 0 R 2 , i.e., the geodesic is given by Rs = R 0 expf r sg, where r = logR T 0 R 2 and R1 = R 2 . This result is needed to formulate the tracking problem and follows from the left-invariance of the metric. 26 Thus the exponential coordinates provide all the important information regarding the minimal geodesics for the particular metric we have de ned. Other metrics could be used, but the corresponding minimal geodesics will in general be more complicated to determine and it does not seem that there would beanybene t.
Consider rst the stabilization of a mechanical system with con guration space R n . A rst-order system of the simple form _ x = u is stabilized at the origin by proportional error feedback of the form u = ,K p x with positive de nite gain matrix K p . A second-order system of the simple form x = u is stabilized by PD error feedback of the form u = ,K p x , K d _ x with both gain matrices positive de nite.
The proportional feedback term is constructed from the position error e = x , 0, which is just x since we are stabilizing the origin. The interpretation of x that seems most appropriate in generalizing proportional control to S O 3 is that x is the vector that is tangent to the minimum geodesic path from the current con guration to the desired con guration and whose magnitude is equal to the length of this path. 27 For the con guration space S O 3, the corresponding tangent v ector would have direction along the minimal geodesic connecting the current attitude R to the desired attitude I and magnitude equal to the length of this minimal error geodesic path.
In the following sections, we design several stabilizing control laws. In doing so, we use r to represent the attitude error. For a second-order system on S O 3 our PD law has the form u = ,K p r , K d _ r. The vector r is tangent to the geodesic leading to the desired orientation on S O 3, and its magnitude is equal to the length of this path. Thus, the feedback term K p r is the natural generalization to S O 3 of proportional feedback on R n . Given that r = ê and that the unit quaternion q = cos =2; sin =2ê, the proportional feedback term K p sin =2ê, using the vector part of the quaternion, is similar and has been used in other studies. 6, 10 To develop a cost function for optimal attitude maneuvers, Schaub et. al 28 address the issue of attitude error formulation and resolve i t b y a di erent but related approach.
PD Control of Almost Feedback Linearized System
Feedback linearization has been used to derive globally stabilizing control laws with regard to the rst-order form of Eq.5. The angular velocity equations can belinearized by a control transformation. 6, 7, 10 The combined angular velocity and kinematic equations can be linearized by state and control transformations; results are available for attitude representations in Euler angles, 29 the vector part of the quaternion 7, 9 and exponential coordinates. Global stability is proved using the Lyapunov function F across any jump between diametrically opposed points on the surface of the -ball. Therefore, V F is strictly decreasing along every trajectory of the closed loop system, and we conclude that the origin of the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable.
PD Control of the Nonlinear System
The PD control law i s E across every jump between diametrically opposed points on the surface of the -ball. Therefore V E is strictly decreasing along every trajectory of the closed loop system, and we conclude that the origin of the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable.
PD control laws and corresponding stability proofs have appeared in several papers. 6, 10, 12, 31 We treat the PD law here for comparison to the new control laws developed in the next two sections. There are also some novel aspects to our stability proof. We note that some 6, 31 of the proofs require that the proportional gain bea scalar. The proportional gain is a matrix gain of a special form in the result of Wie et al. 10 The formulation and theory developed by Slotine and Di Benedetto 11 does not guarantee global asymptotic stability, but rather asymptotic stability within the domain of validity of the Cayley-Rodriguez coordinates. Egeland is skew symmetric, and hence the rst term in _ T is zero. When u = 0, the kinetic energy is constant. In contrast, using the feedback linearization law of the form in Eq. 11, we have _ T = 1 2 _ r T _ H _ r when v = 0 . Since _ H is in general not negative semide nite, canceling the nonlinearity the gyroscopic torque can increase T . In the context of a particular Lyapunov function, the stabilization task is to determine a feedback control law such that _ V 0 for the closed-loop system. This shows that for a Lyapunov function V that includes the kinetic energy, the gyroscopic torque Cr; _ r _ r has no e ect on _ V . In this regard, a control law that includes a term to cancel the gyroscopic torque is using control e ort that does not contribute to stabilization. This point has been made in the robotics context 4 . A control law related to Eq. 14 has been developed by Koditschek Inverse Optimal Stabilizing Control Laws PD control laws with and without feedback linearization, while globally asymptotically stabilizing, may have unsatisfactory performance for large initial o sets in attitude and or angular velocity for the reasons given in the Introduction. We are naturally led to consider control laws that minimize a suitable cost function. The attitude control literature abounds with numerical solutions to optimal control prob-lems, predominately minimum time and minimum control e ort problems. 13 It may not befeasible or at least desirable, however, to store or compute optimal solutions for an operational attitude control system. Eigenaxis maneuvers have been used for a number of operational systems, including those of the Apollo and Shuttle vehicles. The eigenaxis is the optimal rotation axis for the minimum time and minimum control e ort rest-to-rest maneuvers in the special case of a spherically symmetric inertia and a spherically symmetric torquing capability, i.e., k k max , in the absence of additional torques as we are assuming in this paper. In the spherically symmetric inertia case, the gyroscopic torque is zero. With K p = k p Hr and K d = k d Hr, where k p and k d are positive scalars, and starting from rest, the attitude motion under the PD law, Eq.14, is about the eigenaxis. Wie et al. 10 have a c hieved this same e ect by constructing the proportional feedback term from the vector part of the unit quaternion.
It has been shown 32 that with upper and lower bounds on each of three orthogonal torque generators, constraining the control torque vector to lie in a box, the minimumtime maneuver is in general not an eigenaxis rotation, even with a spherically symmetric inertia. A reasonable conjecture is that, in the absence of either spherically symmetric inertia or spherically symmetric torquing capability, or in motion-to-rest maneuvers, the eigenaxis rotation is not in general the minimum-time or minimum control e ort maneuver . Eigenaxis rotations may of course be near-optimal in certain cases and serve as good reference maneuvers.
In this section, we take some initial steps in applying the inverse optimality method to obtain globally stabilizing control with goodperformance. Using the inverse optimality method, we derive control laws that minimize a cost function that includes penalties on state error and control e ort. The attitude error is de ned as the angular distance about the eigenaxis. Because the cost function also includes penalties on angular velocity and control e ort, the optimal maneuvers are not in general eigenaxis rotations.
The starting point for the inverse optimality method is the control Lyapunov function 19 cLf. For a control system of the form _ x = f x + G x u , with x 2 R n and u 2 R m , V is a cLf, if it is a smooth, positive de nite and radially unbounded function of x and if, for x 6 = 0, it has the property that at any x where the components of V 0 xGx are all zero, V 0 xfx 0.
If V is a cLf, then the existence of a control that makes _ V = V 0 xf + V 0 xGu negative, i.e., the existence of a stabilizing control, is assured. For a given continuous, positive de nite function we could compute the control ux that achieves a speci ed stabilization rate _ V = , x whenever V 0 G 6 = 0. However, for values of x where V 0 xfx , x, it would be better to set ux = 0; otherwise, control e ort would beused needlessly to reduce the stabilization rate. Freeman and Kokotovic 19 proposed that a stabilizing feedback law ux can beconstructed from the solution at each x to the static quadratic programming problem The diagram JQ; W ! V vf !u opt V cLf ; indicates the forward and inverse paths to the optimal control u opt . For conceptual simplicity, assume that V vf x = V cLf x; 8x 2 R n , although this is not the most general case. 33 The forward path begins with specifying the cost functional via Q and W . Then the HJB equation is solved to obtain the value function V vf . From V vf the optimal control is obtained. Alternatively, u opt could be constructed by obtaining individual optimal trajectories for a range of initial conditions. The inverse path begins with the speci cation of the pair V cLf ; . The optimal control is computed point-wise by solving the static optimization problem. Solving the static optimization problem is much simpler than solving the HJB equation; however, specifying V cLf ; is generally more di cult than specifying Q; W . Although we are not addressing robustness in this paper, we note that there is a version of the inverse optimality method that ensures robustness to a class of disturbance inputs. 19 Our application of the inverse optimality method to global attitude stabilization requires a modi cation of the cLf de nition. We say a Lyapunov function V r; _ r is a cLf if it is a smooth, positive de nite function of r; _ 
Inverse Optimal Control Law for Planar Rotations
In order to gain a better understanding of the control laws that the inverse optimal design procedure yields, we design such a control law for stabilizing the second order system = u on the space of planar rotations S O 2. Since we have shown that the Lyapunov function given by Eq.9 can beused to prove global stability, it is also a cLf according to the modi ed de nition. In order to compare the resulting inverse optimal control with PD control, we take
, which is consistent with the _ V achieved by a PD control law see Eq.10. In other words, through the inverse optimal design, we seek a controller that achieves the same or better stabilization rate as the PD control law. The optimal control law i s
The optimal control law shows that in certain regions of the state space ; _ bounded by the pair of straight lines _ + = 0 and k p +k d _ = 0, the control can be turned o and yet achieve the desired stabilization rate or better. In the complementary regions, the PD control and the optimal control are identical. Fig. 1 shows the state-space trajectories produced by a PD control law and the optimal control law, using identical gains. The optimal trajectory proceeds more directly and quickly to the origin overall, and yet requires less control e ort since the control is zero for a signi cant portion of the trajectory.
In the following two subsections, we show that the Lyapunov functions in Eqs. 13 and 15 are cLf's in our modi ed sense and use them to design optimal control laws for attitude stabilization on S O 3. For the attitude stabilization problem as formulated in this paper, we use x = r ; v , v = _ r, f = v;, H , 1 C and G = 0 ; H , 1 in applying the general result in Eq.18.
V F as a Control Lyapunov Function
The fact that V F could be used to prove the global stability o f u F B L , Eq. 12, implies that V F is a cLf. The control law u F B L yields the stabilization rate F . Using the result in Eq. 18, the optimal control for the pair V F ; F i s u optF = , F H ,1 _ r + r where 
V E as a Control Lyapunov Function
The fact that V E could be used to prove the global stability o f u P D , Eq. 14, implies that V E is a cLf. The control law u P D yields the stabilization rate E . Using the result in Eq. 18, the optimal control for the pair V E ; E is u optE = , E _ r + cr where
The three-dimensional control allows freedom for optimization, even when the control is non-zero, in contrast with S O 2 case. As a result, u optE is not in general the same as u P D at states where u optE 6 = 0 . By design, ku optE k k u P D k at these points.
Performance Comparison
The performance di erences between the control laws derived in the preceding sections are illustrated by the following numerical results. As expected, the di erence in performance between the control law u F B L and the optimal control u optF is most pronounced when the gyroscopic torque is large. In that case canceling the nondetrimental gyroscopic torque constitutes a substantial part of the control e ort. The performances of the two control laws are illustrated in Fig. 2 Fig. 2a shows that the optimal control u optF uses less control e ort than the feedback linearizing control u F B L . Fig. 2b shows that the performance of both the control laws in terms of the settling time for krk is similar.
The performance di erence between the optimal control u optE and the PD control u P D is illustrated in Fig. 3a for the following set of initial conditions and parameters Fig. 3a shows that the optimal control u optE has much better performance in terms of the settling time for krk than the PD control. Fig. 3b shows that the control e ort used by u optE is much less than that of u P D .In fact, u optE is mostly zero, indicating that, without any applied control torque, the _ V requirement is being met. 
Conclusions
The topological and geometric features of the global attitude stabilization problem have been discussed. The topology of the state space dictates that a globally asymptotically stabilizing control law must be discontinuous. Exponential coordinates, a minimal set of almost global coordinates, were used to represent the con guration space S O 3. Jump conditions were speci ed along with the di erential equations of motion to achieve a complete description of the state evolution. An appropriate attitude error was formulated and used for control design. Special issues in the Lyapunov stability proofs due to the topology of S O 3 were identi ed and resolved. The simpler problem of stabilization for a xed rotation axis, for which the con guration space is S O 2, was also considered to provide insight. Two new globally stabilizing attitude control laws have been derived using the inverse optimality method. These feedback control laws are optimal with respect to cost functions that penalize state errors and control e ort, and yet they were obtained without solving the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations. Simulation results illustrated the performance advantages of these optimal stabilization laws over other globally stabilizing feedback laws that have appeared in the literature. 
